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SEASONALITY AND THE THRIFW GENE HYPOTHESIS
Obesity and associated NIDDM have substantially increased globally
during the past decade, and National Institutes of Health and American
Medical Association consensus reports predict that they will continue to
escalate in the next 10 years (1).Scientists have long been trying to understand the nature of the interaction between environmental and genetic
factors required for the development of these conditions (reviewed in 2).
The most rapid and pervasive increases in obesity and NIDDM are within
non-western cultures that become rapidly westernized, irrespective of
their global location or ethnogenetic background (3). Examples include
several Native American tribes, the Inuit of the Arctic, the Aborigines of
Australia, tribal cultures of South Africa, the Pacific Rim Islanders, and
unurbanized agrural Asians (3-8). What genomic traits are shared by all
of these genetically diverse populations enabling them all to respond so
similarly to the same environmental perturbation, namely, westernization? And second, what is it about westernization that elicits this
response? More than 30 years ago, J.V. Nee1 attempted to answer these
questions without the full benefit of all these epidemiological data by
proposing that the presence of NIDDM genes in all populations was an
evolutionary selection advantage to our hunter-gatherer ancestors who
fluctuated between periodic feast and famine (9,lO). He proposed that
these NIDDM genes represented a thrifty genotype involving a "quick
insulin trigger" that allows for increased fat synthesis and storage during
periods of high food availability and thus provides an adaptation for periods of low food availability. In a modern westernized environment with
access to a constant (i.e., nonperiodic) food supply, this thrifty genotype is
somehow constantly activated, leading to persistent obesity and the eventual pathological consequences of this organismic biochemistry. The
prevalence and persistence of this thrifty genotypelphenotype that is
highly responsive to periodic changes in food availability and content are
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Over the past 20 years, obesity has increased in
prevalence worldwide in individuals of diverse
ethnic and cultural backgrounds. Technical
advances in molecular biology over this period
have fostered an intense search for genetic
defects responsible for the development and
maintenance of obesity. This worldwide search
has led to the identification of a few genes that
are associated with or responsible for obesity.
Moreover, the concordance rate for obesity in
genetically identical twins is extremely high.
Despite advances in our understanding of the
genetics of obesity, this information has not yet
been translated into effective and practical
means of treating the disorder. Contrary to the
concept of genetic defects being responsible for
obesity, observations of vertebrates in the wild
indicate that obesity (and insulin resistance)
has evolved as a strategy to survive long periods (seasons) of low food availability. During
such periods, fat provides a lasting energy
source and insulin resistance supports glucose
supply to the brain. Zoological and physiological studies indicate that seasonal obesity
common among vertebrates, from teleosts to
mammals, is regulated by endogenous factors
controlling hody composition (i.e., lean-to-fat
mass ratio). Among the many vertebrate
species, both the seasonal development and
reversal of obesity persist in the laboratory
under conditions of constant photoperiod and
food consumption. Evidence now exists that
this annual cycle of obesity is the net result of
changing interactions of multiple circadian
neural oscillations within the central nervous
system. Intrinsic circadian rhythmicity within
the hypothalamic suprachiasmatic nuclei (the
seat of the organismal biological clock) directly
regulates activities in several key hypothalamic
nuclei-controlling metabolism including the
ventromedial, lateral, paraventricular, and
dorsal medial nuclei. Temporal interactions
among specific neuronal systems in these centers function to regulate numerous metabolic
activities (e.g., hepatic glucose production,
glycogen synthesis, lipolysis, lipogenesis, protein turnover, and feeding) via the endocrine
and autonomic nervous systems. Such regnlatory processes governed by circadian systems
involve the regulation of gene expression
throughout the hody, orchestrated to facilitate
or prevent the development of the obese
insulin-resistant condition, depending on the
prevailing circadian organization in the hypothalamus. Such a mechanism allows for the
precisely timed 'seasonal development of obesity in vertebrates in the wild, which represents
the ancestral predecessor of the "thrifty gene"
hypothesis for human obesity. Moreover, the
timed administration of hormonal or neurotransmitter-affecting drugs that alter circadian
organization in the hypothalamus, are capable
of instating or abrogating the obese insulinresistant condition, based on the time of day of
administration. Inasmuch as both aging and
dietary constituent manipulations are associated with changes in hypothalamic circadian
organization, it is conceivable that human ohesity is, to a degree, the result of altered temporal organization of hypothalamic functions.
Circadian organization of hypothalamic fnnction is also a heritable trait and, in the context
of this discussion, may be involved in the
hereditary nature of ohesity. We will review
the physiological and biochemical findings
relating to circadian neuroendocrine regulation
of metabolism and discuss the results of therapeutic strategies based on these findings used
to treat human ohesity and diabetes.
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especially high among nonwesternized cultures of
today. An extremely iinportant question is: What
exactly is meant by periodic? Archaeological evidence from the hunter-gatherer ancestors (about
12,000 years ago) of present-day Pima Indians-one
such ethnogenetic group exhibiting a rapid increase in
obesity and NIDDM in response to westernizationsuggests -that these periodic alterations in food content represent seasonal changes in the abundance of
flora (before agriculture) and big game (11-13). Inasmuch as most flora in temperate zones bear fruit seasonally and big game (e.g., caribou, musk-ox) migrate
seasonally out of the home range of hunter-gatherers
(11-13), it is clearly evident that food content (i.e., the
molecular constituents of food) as well as the amount
of calories available in the wild change seasonally.
Such inescapable seasonal changes in food quality
raise the possibility that expression of this thrifty
genome that was selected for under these seasqnal
conditions may be regulated by nutrient factors -(in
addition to or other than calories) acting on a central
metabolistat (a neuronal organization regulating
peripheral metabolism and having adjustable setpoints influenced by external and internal [feedback]
stimuli). A more important finding from archaeologi~·
cal studies bearing on the thrifty genome supports
biological evidence (see below) that annual cycles of
physiological conditions and activities (pervasive
among flora and fauna as well as among predator and
prey) have evolved to synchronize the internal biochemistry of the organism with its cyclic environment.
Furthermore, expression of this thrifty genome was
part of this seasonal physiology. If this thrifty genome
is truly involved in the development of obesity and
NIDDM, its regulation is well worth studying.
Although it is somewhat impractical and not readily
feasible to extensively investigate the metabolic biochemistry of present-day hunter-gatherers in their
natural environment, such efforts may reveal new
insights into the physiological and biochemical nature
of the thrifty genome. Such attempts with the Pima
Indians of the southwest U.S. indicate that the development of obesity is not simply a result of slothfulness
and/or gluttony (14). Rather, this elusive thrifty
genome operates in part to regulate metabolic rate
and the channeling of substrate into fat (14).
To further and more fully investigate this phenomenon of thrifty gene expression (or, more simply, fattening) under natural conditions as it is believed to
have evolved in humans, one may ask the simple question: Are there any vertebrate species in the wild that
are still exposed to· the same seasonal pressures as
those faced by our ancestors 10,000 years ago and that
may similarly express thrifty genome (or a fattening
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physiology) with the same adaptive advantages leading to periodic (i.e., seasonal) obesity (or increases in
body fat store level)? The answer is, of course, a
resounding yes. Zoological investigations have documented annual cycles of body fat store levels among
representative vertebrate species ·too numerous to
mention by name here, from all the major vertebrate
classes from teleosts to mammals (15-28). Since
teleosts have been on the planet for more than 400
million years, a safe assumption is that this thrifty
genome (or ability to fatten at specific times) is much
older than 1O;00CF-40,000 years and 'represents a fundamental physiological mechanism extremely well preserved through the evolution,of vertebrates. These seasonal increases in body fat stores exhibited by migrating, hibernating, qr overwintering vertebrate species
from drastically _different environmental domains
share the cOl11mon goal'of allowing for survival during
seasonal periods of.high energy demand and low fuel
(food) availability. At this point in our discussion, let us
momentarily revisit the fact that evolution hasiselected
for, not against, these thrifty genes (or physiology).
Evolution does not select for defects (which reduce
survivabilitY,in a given environment). That is, seasonal
increases in<fat stores, which are associated with hyperinsulinemia,rdilsulin resistance, and glucose tolerance
(29-33), impart survival during long periods of diminished food 'availability; body fat stores provide the
energy for overwintering, hibernation, pregnancy, or
migration, while insulin resistance (hepatic and muscle) shunts glucose to the brain (19-21). It must be
understood that it is not merely the ability to fatten but
rather the ability to fatten at precisely the right time
that is the important adaptation for seasonal survival.
The next obvious series of questions is: How is this
annual cycle of the obese, insulin-resistant condition
regulated? What causes its seasonal onset and reversal
(and with incredibly precise timing)? Are animals eating more and expending less energy at the particular
times of year when they fatten, and if so, how does this
happen? Or are there other determinants of body fat
store level besides food availability and energy expenditure? These questions have been the focus of much
'physiological zoology research by many laboratories,
including our own, for many years. Let us first describe
some salient features of seasonal obesity and then
describe mechanisms for its existence.
A variety of different strategies for fattening are
employed by different species, and we will highlight
the main characteristics observed through well-documented examples. First of all, species within and outside the temperate zones exhibit annual cycles of fattening (19-22), and more importantly, animals whose
distributions extend into temperate zones evolve
465
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mechanisms for seasonal fattening (34). In seasonal
animals, body fat level does not merely cycle up and
down but is defended at very specific set points. That is,
if animals are starved for a period of time (days) during their fattening cycle and then refed, they establish a
body fat content not equivalent to the prestarvation
level but one expected at the time of refeeding had no
starvation been imposed (35). Also, after lipectomy of
seasonally fattened animals, they quickly reestablish
with precision their percent body fat by increasing fat
depot levels elsewhere (36,37). Some species of vertebrates become hyperphagic during 'the fattening season and then become anorexic during the ensuing season, even if presented with palatable food at this time,
until body fat has been Feduced to a specific level (30).
In other words, the animals are selecting body fat as a
fuel source at particular times of Jear. Such observations favor the existence of a body fat set point that
can be seasonally adjusted by somereguhitor (15,38).
Probably the~most interesting aspect of seasonal fattening of many species is the inability of increased'
food consumption or decreased energy expenditure to
fully account for the dramatic annual cycle of body fat
store level (25,26,39-41). During the fattening season,
foodstuffs are channeled toward lipogenesis (and
often away from protein accretion); during tiinesof fat
loss, protein turnover (and accretion) "may. be
increased substantially (therefore increasing energy
expenditure). The ability of the animal(s) to turn on
and off specific biochemical pathways is also controlled by some seasonally adjustable regulator. For
example, female bears that are pregnant during hibernation (a period of decreased feeding) are turning
over an enormous amount of protein (to create the
fetus) and lose little if any nitrogen at all to the urine.
In contrast to this extreme increase in protein turnover
and preservation in the face of absolute starvation (no
amino acid intake), bears starved in the summer
immediately begin to lose large amounts of protein
mass (42). A similar phenomenon is true of whales
(43) and many other vertebrates (26,44). Studies of
fasting and/or basal metabolic rate as well as 24-h
energy expenditure indicate that seasonal fattening in
some species may occur without a decrease in energy
expenditure (25,26). In fact, for many migratory
species (teleosts to mammals), body fat store levels are
greatest during the migration, a period of intense
energy expenditure, so that they arrive at their destination fatter than they are during the lean, intermigratory times of year (17,41).
It can be appreciated from the above synopsis of
various strategies employed by vertebrates to fatten
at specific times of year that an extremely critical timing element is part of the mechanism of the adjustable
466

regulator to ensure survival against ensuing adverse
environmental conditions. The seasonally adjustable
regulator is able to direct feeding behavior and metabolic biochemistry in a concerted fashion to increase
fat stores at a specific time of year.
.Other physiological parameters-such as behavior, reproduction, immune activity, endocrine functions, thermoregulation, and other variables-also
exhibit dramatic annual cycles, suggesting that the
central nervous system is involved in the temporal
coordination of these interrelated cycles. The animal
must be equipped with a mechanism able to respond
to the environmental cues of future events, such as the
changing of seasons, that will affect the animal's survival. The most reliable (but by no means the only)
such environmental cue would be the daily photoperiod, which changes in a precise and predictable
fashion during the year. Moreover, vertebrates are
well equipped with machinery allowing for precise
photoperiod time measurement (reviewed in 45). Differential physiological,responsiveness to daily photoperiods of different length (or photoperiodism) is a
complex biological process that regulates such events
as the ,flowering of plants, winter diapause in insects,
seasonal reproduction found in every vertebrate class,
migratory and hibernatory behavior, and seasonal .
metabolic alterations (reviewed in 46). Circadian
rhythms have fundamental roles in photoperiodism
and the annual cycle of responsiveness to photoperiod, or seasonality. Therefore, to fully appreciate how
circadian rhythms and photoperiodism function to
regulate the expression of the thrifty genotype leading
to the obese, hyperinsulinemic, and glucose-intolerant
condition, we must first review some basic concepts
and principles of circadian rhythms, photoperiodism,
and seasonality.

CIRCADIAN RHYTHM, PHOTOPERIODISM, AND
SEASONALITY
.
Circadian rhythms are cycles of biological events that
persist in constant environmental conditions with
periods that approximate 24 h. Such rhythms are evident at all levels of biological ofganization, from cells
to tissues to organs to the entire organism (reviewed
in 45-47). The basic biological unit of circadian
rhythm is the cell, and circadian rhythms are believed
to be present in all eukaryotes. Indeed, an enormous
amount of work has gone into understanding the biochemical organization of prominent circadian activities in several single-celled eukaryotes (reviewed in
48). Circadian rhythms, the basic units for temporal
organization of cellular biochemistry, are therefore at
least as old as eukaryotic life itself. It can be assumed
that such a fundamental, evolutionarily preserved,
DIABETES REVIEWS, Volume 4, Number 4, 1996
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Figure 1. An internal coincidence model for photoperiodism.
Metabolic conditions (e.g., increases or decreases in body fat
stores) in photoperiodic animals are determined by the phase
relationship oftwo circadian neuroendocrine oscillations.
One oscillation (A) is directly entrained by the daily photoperiod (e.g., light onset). The second oscillation (B) is loosely
coupled with oscillation A in different phase relationships as a
function of day length (i.e., whether or not light coincides with
a reactive [i.e., sensitive] phase of oscillation A).

and pervasive characteristic of life may have some
function. In multicellular organisms such as vertebrates, the important role of the neuroendocrine system is to synchronize the cellular rhythms for the
construction of tissue and organismal rhythms so that
the entire animal is temporally organized internally
and appropriately synchronized with its cyclic environment. A simple example is the synchronization of
hepatocyte rhythms of lipogenesis to produce a daily
. rhythm of liver lipogenesis that may coincide with the
daily feeding interval in rats (49). Research during
the last two decades has firmly established that the
hypothalamic suprachiasmatic nuclei (SCN) are the
principal circadian pacemaker that maintains neuroendocrine rhythmicity in mammals held under constant conditions of light and temperature (45,47).
SCN circadian rhythmicity is intrinsic in that it will
persist in culture and in vivo as an "island" isolated
DIABETES REVIEWS, Volume 4, Number 4, 1996
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from other neural centers by knife cuts (45,47,50).
Rhythmic SCN activities are in turn subject to resetting and entrainment by external daily cues (such as
but not limited to daily photocycles) (45,47,51,52).
Bunning (53) was the first to demonstrate that circadian rhythms have fundamental roles in photoperi-.
odism. The daily photophase entrains a rhythm of
photosensitivity to light so that a sensitive interval
occurs 12-24 h after light onset. If light is present during this sensitive interval, it acts as an inducer of the
photoperiodic effect (e.g., changes in gonadal growth,
behavior, or body fat level). Studies in several vertebrate species have since reaffirmed this hypothesis
(54-57). Such a mechanism is operative in producing
the physiological differences in hormone secretion,
reproduction, behavior, and metabolism observed in
vertebrates plflce(r~:m either short or long photoperiods. According to an internal coincidence model for
photoperiodism (58-61), the length of the daily photoperiod 'determ'ine's the physiological:\~ondition by
setting the phase relationship of two circadian pacemaker oscillations (Fig. 1). As described earlier, these
pacemaker oscillations are believed to reside within
the SCN. As will be discussed, circadian dopaminergic
and serotonergic activities at the SCN are believed to
be integral parts of these two oscillations. Output
from these SCN oscillations modulates (as a function
of their temporal relation) such hypothalamic centers
as the ventromedial hypothalamus (VMH), lateral
hypothalamus (LH), paraventricular nuclei (PVN),
and others, which in turn regulate metabolic activities
in the periphery (reviewed in 62). Thus, a change in
day length alters the phase relationship of circadian
neural oscillations, which leads ultimately to a change
in seasonal conditions (58-61). Neither the intensity
of light nor even the duration of the photoperiod per
se directs the relationships of circadian rhythms.
Rather, light acting at one time of day appears to
entrain a circadian -rhythm so that light acting at
another time of day produces responses that vary as a
function of the phase relationship between the two
light activities. For example, a short interval of light
provided daily 16 h after another short light pulse
(i,e., the entraining signal) produces reproductive
(61) and metabolic (56) responses equivalent to a 16~
h daily photophase. In essence, then, light acting at
one time of day interacts temporally with light at
another time of day to produce specific photoperiodic conditions. If the second pulse of light occurs
instead at 8 h after the first pulse, which is a photorefractory interval, no photoperiodic response is
elicited (Fig. 2).
In many photoperiodic species, there is an
annual cycle of responsiveness to day length (often
467
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Figure 2. An experimental construct used to demonstrate a circadian rOle in photoperiodism ofnumeroUs plants and animals.
In a "long~dfly-length" organism (one in which qay ~engths >12 h induce a photoperiodic response) held on repeated 72-h "days"
(6L:66D), brief
h) light interruptions given during the dark ~I6 h after the light onset and/or at 24-h intervals thereafter (Le.,
40 and 64 h'after onset of the 6-h photophase) induce a strong photoperiodic response nearly equivalent to that produced by long
day lengths (e.g., 18L---6D). However, light interruptions near 8,32, and/or 56 h after ligh(onset are ineffective. The 6-h photophase
is thought to entrain a circadian rhythm ofphotoresponsiveness so that a responsive interval occurs during the latter halfofa 24-h
day and recycles every 24 h during the dark ofa 72-h "day." Coincidence of light during the responsive interval initiates a photoperiodic response.
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described as a circannual cycle of sensitivity and
refractoriness). For example, day lengths are similar
in spring and fall and yet the physiological conditions expressed in vertebrates in the wild differ
markedly at the two seasons. Simply stated, dramatic changes in physiological conditions of seasonal vertebrates occur without any change in the
photoperiod whatsoever (22,32,33,41). Accordingly,
the phase relationship between the two circadian
pacemaker oscillations within the SCN governing
physiological conditions must be able to be readjusted without a change in photoperiod (i.e., the
same photoperiod is being interpreted differently at
different times of year) (Fig. 3): Evidence for such
an occurrence comes from observations of changes
in phase relations of the circadian rhythms of
plasma hormone levels in the periphery
(33,41,63-65), which are believed to be expressions
of these central oscillations and of changes in phase
relations of circadian variations in dopaminergic
and serotonergic neurotransmitter content within
the SCN itself (66), in animals held on the same photoperiod at two different times of year. For example,
let us now relate the activities of circadian rhythms,
photoperiodism, and seasonality to the regulation of
metabolism by considering the annual cycle of
metabolic activity in the Syrian hamster.
468

CIRCADIAN INVOLVEMENT IN SEASONAL
METABOLISM
In common with most vertebrate species in the wild,
the female Syrian hamster exhibits a dramatic annual
cycle of metabolic activities that is the result of an
interaction of the daily photoperiod with an endogenous seasonal timing mechanism. Animals born during
the natural breeding season (April to July) and raised
on 14-h daily photoperiods for at least 10 weeks that
are then transferred to lO-h daily photoperiods (winter
condition) become obese, hyp.erinsulinemic, and glucose intolerant with_out overeating (termed scotosensitive) (18,32,33,39,40). However, animals maintained
on this lO-h daily photoperiod will remain in this condition for only about 20 weeks, after which they "spontaneously" become lean and euinsulinemic (again
without any change in food consumption) (termed
scotorefractory), resembling metabolic conditions of
animals held on 14-h photoperiods (summer condition). A 10-week exposure to long (14-h) daily photoperiods is required to reestablish sensitivity to the
obesity-inducing effects of short (lO-h) daily photoperiods (scotosensitivity). Based on the above discussion
of circadian rhythms, photoperiodism, and seasonality,
a model for temporal synergism of circadian neural
oscillations regulating this annual cycle is depicted in
Fig. 4. Changes in the phase relation between (at least)
DIABETES REVIEWS, Volume 4, Number 4, 1996
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Figure 3. Temporal synergism model for seasonality.
",
Although day lengths may be similar at two seasons, metabolic responsiveness to the day lengths are dissimilar. Phase
relationships between rhythms (e.g., plasma hormones and
suprachiasmatic neurotransmitters) differ at the two seasons
even when the photoperiod is similar. Phase relationships of
neural and hormonal rhythms may be altered by treatments
with hormones and drugs that alter metabolic conditions and
simulate seasonal differences.
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two central circadian pacemaker oscillations resulting
from either photoperiodic influences (summer to winter) or an endogenous seasonal mechanism (winter to
spring) govern the seasonal expression of metabolic
characteristics in the hamster: What, then, are the specific components and activities of this circadian system
regulating metabolism? It will be difficult for the
reader to follow the logic of specific studies investigating circadian involvement in seasonal metabolism
without realizing the chronology of the work done in
this field. Let us therefore start at the beginning.
The first studies designed to reveal specific regulatory agents in circadian-based control of metabolism
were performed in nonmammalian vertebrates. These
studies established that prolactin has a central role in
lipid metabolism (27,28). Prolactin increased fat
stores as much as threefold within a week of daily
injections. However, the time of day that the injections
are performed is critical. For example, in the whitethroated sparrow, midday (LD 16:8) injections
induced dramatic increases in body fat, whereas injections at light onset promoted fat losses (67). MoreDIABETES REVIEWS, Volume 4, Number 4, 1996
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over, prolactin is secreted during midday in fat sparrows during spring and at light onset in lean birds during summer (65). Most importantly, similar findings
respecting lean and fat animals have been reported in
representative species of all the vertebrate classes
(27,28). That is, the phases of the plasma prolactin
rhythms differed in seasonally lean and fat animals
with respect to time of day and to the phases of
rhythms of other hormones such as corticosteroid
(22,41,63,64,68). Daily injections of prolactin at times
of day when the daily peak of the endogenous hormone was known to occur in fat animals caused
increases in body fat stores in lean animals, whereas
prolactin injections at times when prolactin peaks
occurred in lean animals caused losses of fat stores in
fat animals (27,28). In a few species, including the
white-throated sparrow, the fattening induced by
properly timed injections of prolactin is accompanied
by increased food consumption. By itself this would
be sufficient evidence for many that fattening is the
consequence \ of prolactin stimulation of-feeding.
However, fattening can also occur without increases
in food consumption. In a test with fish, prolactin stimulated a dramatic increase in body fat even though the
fish received no food whatsoever during the week of
treatment (69). Fattening was achieved at the expense
of other components (i.e., protein).
The literature is now replete with observations by
many laboratories of seasonal changes in plasma prolactin level in numerous vertebrates, including mammals (70-80). Although our laboratory demonstrated
dramatic circadian variations in fattening (and other
physiological) responses to prolactin in a wide variety
of vertebrates, the work went largely unrecognized by
mammalian physiologists for quite some time. However, other laboratories have in fact confirmed these
findings in several classes of vertebrates (81-84). It is
possible that because the early work dealt mostly with
lower vertebrates, involved a hormone unknown to
the liporegulatory scheme,-and was centered in circadian rhythms, a science in its infancy at the time, many
mammalian physiologists could not fully appreciate
the significance of these findings or were entirely
. unaware of them. However, among prolactinologists
at the time, the significance of this circadian regulating
system was apparent, and Nicoll (81) even went so far
as to propose a possible schematic of circadian organization of prolactin activities regulating body fat store
levels in humans based on our findings.
Prolactin injections influence fat stores by acting
directly on peripheral target tissues (see subsequent
discussion) and indirectly on central regulatory centers (22,41,63,64,85). In either case, a daily variation in
fattening responsiveness to prolactin injections indi469
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Figure 4. Circadian organization in the annual cycle ofthe Syrian hamster. Seasonal changes in body fat stores are consequences
ofchanges in day length (i.e., photoperiodism) coupled with seasonal alternations in responsiveness to day length (seasonality:
scotosensitive and scotorefractory responsive conditions). Scotosensitive female hamsters become fat in response to the short day
lengths that occur naturally during the fall. After ~20 weeks ofshort day lengths, the hamsters become scotorefractory to the stimulatory effects ofshort day lengths (i.e., long dark periods) so that body fat stores are depleted and remain reduced in hamsters
retained on short day lengths. Long day lengths for 8-10 weeks, occurring naturally during summer, are required to reinitiate scotosensitivity to short day lengths. Day length coupled with seasonality establishes the phase relationships oftwo or more circadian
pacemaker oscillations which in turn are thought to produce low (A) or high (B) fat stores by way ofa temporal synergism of
their circadian expressions.

cates that the timed injections produce a temporal
interaction with a circadian response rhythm ultimately entrained by the daily photoperiod (86). Inasmuch as timed daily prolactin injections profoundly
influenced numerous other metabolic, reproductive,
and behavioral indexes in addition to fat stores, it was
deemed unlikely that all of these effects were direct; it
was more likely that the injections reset a central circadian system that influences physiological events
through multiple neural and hormonal circadian
expressions. As it will relate to later discussions of
human obesity, we should recognize that in this context, the altered phase of a prolactin rhythm in fat animals serves as a marker for an altered phase of a central (hypothalamic) circadian pacemaker that entrains
other such circadian expressions (besides the plasma
prolactin rhythm).
If prolactin injections set the phase of one major
circadian pacemaker oscillation and also produce
time-of-day-dependent alterations in physiological
conditions, it follows that another major oscillation is
not phase-adjusted by prolactin and must remain
entrained by the daily photoperiod to produce a temporal interaction of circadian rhythms. When animals
470

are placed on continuous light (LL) to remove this
association with the daily photoperiod, timed daily
corticosteroid injections accomplish similar metabolic
consequences. That is, a fattening response rhythm (to
prolactin) entrained by a daily photoperiod can also
be entrained in vertebrates held in LL by daily injections of corticosteroid hormones (22,41,68,87,88). The
response rhythm is circadian in that it persists in LL
for several days after the corticosteroid injections are
terminated (87).

TEMPORAL INTERACTIONS OF CENTRAL
CIRCADIAN NEURAL OSCILLATIONS
REGULATE SEASONALITY
In seasonal animals, annual cycles of metabolic activities (e.g., fattening) are coupled with seasonal changes
in the phase relations of circadian corticosteroid hormone and prolactin rhythms (22,41,63,64,68). Furthermore, daily injections of corticosteroid and
prolactin in animals held under LL at times that simulate the daily peaks of the endogenous hormones at
several seasons induced the appropriate seasonal
conditions in all vertebrate species examined, irrespective of the actual time of year of the injections
DIABETES REVIEWS, Volume 4, Number 4, 1996
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(22,41,63,64,68,89). It was concluded that seasonal
changes in metabolic conditions are consequences of
seasonal changes in the phase relation(s) of (at least)
two circadian neuroendocrine (hypothalamic) oscillations (63,64,86,90). Each oscillation is thought to
have many neural and hormonal circadian expressions, including the rhythms of corticosteroid hormone and prolactin. Injections of these hormones are
thought to reset the phases of the two pacemaker
oscillations and their circadian expressions. Accordingly, seasonal metabolic conditions are the consequences of temporal synergism among many neuroendocrine stimuli and not of corticosteroid and
prolactin alone. Moreover, such a circadian mechanism would probably persist and thereby allow for
effects of these timed daily hormone injections that
do indeed persist long after the termination of treatment (64,89). For example, female Syrian hamsters
raised on long (14-h) daily photoperiods for 10 weeks
were transferred to constant light conditions and then
injected with prolactin and cortisol in either a O-h
relation (both hormones given at the same time of
day) or a 12-h relation for 10 days. When animals
were transferred to a short (lO-h) daily photoperiod
(which normally induces the seasonal obese, hyperinsulinemic, insulin-resistant condition), the controls
and 12-h group developed the obese, hyperinsulinemic, insulin-resistant condition but the O-h group did
not (89). The O-h group responded to short photoperiods as if the animals were scotorefractory (i.e., spring
condition). As stated above, it is thought that these
timed hormone injections reset the phases of two circadian neural oscillations regulating seasonality to
shift the animal from the scotosensitive to scotorefractory condition (Fig. 4). Importantly, the changes
produced by the O-h relation persist for at least 10
weeks following termination of hormone treatment.
Once the circadian metabolistat is reset, the new
phase relationship of the circadian oscillations apparently persists for an extended period. Orderly
changes in the phase relationships of two or more circadian pacemaker oscillations, and thus of their individual circadian expressions, accordingly account for
seasonal alterations in metabolic conditions.
As just stated, the phase relationships of these
oscillations can also be established experimentally by
appropriately timed daily injections of corticosteroid
hormone and prolactin. Such treatment in the whitethroated sparrow can adjust not only body fat store
levels but the entire seasonal repertoire. In sparrows
held in LL, prolactin injections administered 12 h
after daily injections of corticosteroid hormone (12-h
relationship) induce spring conditions (migratory fat.tening, gonadal recrudescence, and nocturnal migra. DIABETES REVIEWS, Volume 4, Number 4, 1996
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tory activity oriented northward in cages under open
night sky, i.e., toward the breeding grounds); an 8-h
relationship induces summer conditions (i.e., loss of
body fat, gonadal regression, and no migratory activity); and a 4-h relationship induces fall conditions (i.e.,
fattening and nocturnal migratory activity oriented
southward) (64). After a specific seasonal repertoire
of physiolog~cal and behavioral conditions is established by appropriately timed daily injections of corticosteroid hormone and prolactin, the natural
sequence of seasonal changes occurs subsequently
when the treatment is stopped. In sparrows treated
with hormones for 10 days during late summer, a 12-h
relationship induced spring conditions. During the following fall and winter months, while the birds were
untreated and held on long day lengths, the spring
conditions were replaced sequentially by summer and
fall conditions. Control groups of birds remained in
the fall conditions as expected (64).
Research with the gulf killifish provides evidence
for the universality of a circadian basis for regulation
of seasonal conditions among vertebrates. This species
inhabits the poorly defined zone along the Gulf of
Mexico, where soil and fresh water mingle with the
sea. Seasonal changes in this species, as in many other
ectothermic animals, are influenced more by ambient
temperature than by day length. Water temperature
influences reproductive readiness, osmoregulatory
capacities and behavior (selection for fresher or more
saline water), and the amount of body fat stores
(22,63,90). Although it is generally assumed that such
temperature-induced alterations are consequences of
changes in metabolic rates and other such activities, in
vivo studies of gulf killifish support a circadian-based
explanation. Water temperature influences the phase
of the plasma prolactin rhythm so that in winter and
spring, for example, the daily peak shifts from midday
in fish held at 20°C to near light onset in fish held at
28°C (91). Simulation of the endogenous hormone
rhythms by timed daily injections of prolactin produced all the appropriate responses in fish held at an
intermediate water temperature. Midday injections
elicited reproductive stimulation, adaptations for
higher salinities, and increases in lipogenesis and body
fat stores (activities characteristic of fish held at
20°C), whereas injections at light onset had all the
opposite effects (characteristic of fish held at 28°C)
(22,63,90). These findings indicate that ambient temperature influences physiological conditions by altering phase relationships of circadian rhythms and thus
utilizes circadian mechanisms similar to those
involved in photoperiodism.
At the time, the most logical central (hypothalamic) circadian neuronal targets for prolactin and corti471
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Figure 5. Temporal synergism at target tissue level. There are dramatic circadian variations in response to many stimuli as well as
daily variations in levels ofstimuli. The phase relationships ofthe stimulus and response rhythms may change to alter the net consequences ofsuch interactions. Coincidence ofgreatest daily stimulus with greatest daily target tissue responsiveness produces the
greatest cumulative effect. Least effect occurs when the stimulus peak coincides with an interval ofleast responsiveness.

costeroid influences on seasonality were dopamine
and serotonin, respectively. Cortisol stimulates the synthesis of serotonin in mammals by increasing tryptophan hydroxylase activity (92), which converts tryptophan to 5-hydroxytryptophan (5-HTP). Likewise, prolactin stimulates the synthesis of dopamine by increasing the amount and activity of tyrosine hydroxylase, a
rate-limiting enzyme for dopamine synthesis (93). It
was hypothesized that prolactin and corticosteroid
injections act on dopaminergic andserotonergic neurons to set the phase relations of two circadian neuroendocrine oscillations that comprise the seasonal
clock (94). The hypothesis was tested by making daily
injections of 5-HTP (precursor of serotonin that
crosses the blood brain barrier) and L-DOPA (precursor of dopamine that crosses the blood brain barrier)
at one of several different daily intervals in vertebrates
held on constant light and then examining the effects
of these differently timed treatments on seasonal physiological conditions. It was found that 5-HTP and LDOPA injections under these conditions could induce
the entire repertoire of seasonal conditions as a function of the daily interval between injections in all vertebrates examined (94-96). Such findings have led to
an intensive search by our laboratory to delineate the
anatomic and functional aspects of these dopaminergic and serotonergic circadian activities within the
hypothalamus. They also led to the search for pharma472

cological strategies that could be employed to reset
this dopaminergic/serotonergic circadian system and
alleviate the obese-insulin-resistant syndrome, as will
be discussed below. If each of these neural oscillations
has multiple circadian expressions in the periphery
that interact temporally to produce physiological conditions, what evidence is there that such temporal synergisms regulate metabolism in the periphery (e.g.,
liver, adipose tissue)?

PERIPHERAL TEMPORAL SYNERGISMS
REGULATING METABOLISM
To visualize more clearly the consequences of changes
in the phase relationships between rhythms (i.e., temporal synergism), it may help to focus on the relationships between a single stimulus rhythm and the rhythm
of its target tissue responsiveness. The greatest net
daily effect occurs when the daily peak of the stimulus
rhythm coincides with the daily interval of maximal'
responsiveness. The least effect occurs when the stimulus peak coincides with the interval of least responsiveness (Fig. 5). All other temporal relationships of these
two rhythms produce a gradation of intermediate
effects. Extrapolation from this most simple example
to a proposed multitude of such temporal synergisms
foretells a possible basis for a broadly encompassing
chronophysiology. Physiological conditions (e.g., obesity), then, are the cumulative results of the net daily
DIABETES REVIEWS, Volume 4, Number 4, 1996
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consequences of numerous circadian temporal synergisms, as discussed below (Fig. 6).
Specific information relating to such temporal
synergism in the regulation of lipid synthesis and fat
deposition has been obtained in the Syrian hamster.
Lipid synthesis and body fat store levels are regulated
by temporal interactions between circadian rhythms
of plasma insulin (33) and liver lipogenic responsiveness to insulin (97,98). That is, the net synthesis of lipid
is greatest when the daily peak of insulin (exogenous
or endogenous) coincides with the daily interval of
lipogenic responsiveness to insulin. In seasonally
obese hamsters, the daily peak in plasma insulin
(~200-300 /lV/ml) occurs around light onset, which
coincides with the daily peak in lipogenic responsiveness to insulin (32,33,97,98). However, in seasonally
lean animals, the daily peak of plasma insulin ( -40-60
/lV/ml) is shifted over to late in the photophase when
lipogenic responsiveness to insulin is extremely low.
Moreover, the plasma levels of ·insulin at light onset
DIABETES REVIEWS, Volume 4, Number 4, 1996

(during hepatic lipogenic response interval to insulin)
in seasonally lean animals are extremely low (10--40
/lV/ml) compared to levels (200-300 /lV/ml) at this
lipogenic-sensitive interval in seasonally obese animals (33). Since hamsters eat the same amount of
food per day during the seasonal lean and obese conditions (33,39--41), these findings exemplify the relative importance of exogenous food supply and
endogenous mechanisms regulating body fat store
levels. Inasmuch as the hamster eats intermittently
throughout the day and does not exhibit daily changes
in plasma glucose level (32,33,99), neither the robust
circadian rhythm of plasma insulin nor the dramatic
rhythm of lipogenic responsiveness to insulin is driven
by changes in feeding or blood glucose level. In other
rodents, however, the peak in the circadian rhythm of
lipogenesis is synchronized to the peak in the daily
rhythm of feeding and plasma insulin levels (100,101).
Taken together, the findings in hamsters compared
with those in mice and rats suggest that feeding and
473
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piasma insulin rhythms do not simply drive lipogenesis but rather that feeding, plasma insulin, and lipogenesis are independent circadian expressions that may
be coupled to different neural oscillators within the
hypothalamus which govern their expression. Such a
system would allow for the differential lipogenic
responsiveness to the same meal often observed in
lean versus obese rodents (102). A daily rhythm of
lipolysis is also evident in vertebrates and is routinely
shifted 180 degrees from the rhythm of lipogenesis
whether a daily rhythm of feeding is present or not
(99-101,103,104). It has been demonstrated in rodents
that different fuels (lipid or carbohydrate) are utilized
at different times of day (104). Robust (2- to 20-fold)
daily variations in activities and mRNA levels of
numerous key enzymes within the major hepatic
metabolic pathways, including lipogenesis (105-108),
cholesterol synthesis (109-112), glycogen metabolism
(113-115), gluconeogenesis (116), and protein synthesis and turnover (117,118), have been well documented. In general terms, anabolic processes are associated with the daily period of feeding, while energyproducing catabolic processes such as lipolysis and
gluconeogenesis are associated with the fasting period
of the day. Although feeding (or presentation of substrate) tends to drive and entrain these enzyme
rhythms, it must be appreciated that these rhythms
can persist in fasted animals. The fact that several liver
enzyme activities and mRNA levels differ in their circadian phase and amplitude responses to feeding suggests a more complex regulatory system than passive
responses to substrate concentration. Studies investigating the regulation of complex hepatic metabolic
activities have demonstrated clear roles for the neuroendocrine and autonomic nervous systems in the
entrainment of these circadian activities (113,119-123).
The seat of both the neuroendocrine and autonomic
nervous systems is the hypothalamus (62). All available evidence indicates that the hypothalamus is a
conglomerate of interconnected clocks (within discrete nuclei such as VHM, LH, and PVN) exhibiting
daily variations in neurotransmitter and neurotransmitter receptor activities (124,125) and all subservient
to the master pacemaker, the SCN (47,62). Do these
daily variations in liver metabolism merely represent
daily responses to circadian ch~mges in neural and
humoral input to the liver? Studies by our laboratory
and others attempting to answer this question reveal a
more complex organization. Circadian variations of
neuroendocrine and autonomic activities function to
entrain endogenous rhythms of responsiveness to
neural and humoral factors (see below). In other
words, cellular clocks within the hepatocytes are programmed (i.e., synchronized) by circadian interactions
474

of neuroendocrine and autonomic nervous system
stimuli to respond to specific stimuli only within discrete intervals of the 24-h day for the production of
tissue (liver) level rhythms. As mentioned at the outset of this section, it is this complex interaction of
numerous circadian rhythms of stimuli and responses
to these stimuli that ultimately governs the magnitude
of the biochemical/physiological event, such as lipogenesis/body fat store level. Let us now more closely
examine data supporting this conclusion. As stated
above, the lipogenic response to insulin, the most
potent lipogenic hormone known to man, is confined
to an 8-h interval of the day (centered at light onset)
in the hamster (97,98). Outside this 8-h interval,
insulin had little if any lipogenic effect in vivo or in
vitro. The lipogenic response rhythm to insulin was
found to coincide with a prominent peak in the daily
rhythm of plasma insulin (33,99), hepatic insulin
receptor number (126), and total amount of acetyl
CoA carboxylase (108) in obese animals. This is significant in that insulin-stimulated lipogenesis increases
as hepatic insulin binding increases (i.e., there is no
strong "spare receptor" response) (127) and insulin
can acutely activate acetyl CoA carboxylase, the ratelimiting step in lipogenesis (106). The magnitude of
the lipogenic response to insulin during the daily sensitive interval is regulated by prolactin (98) (and most
likely by T3 as well [99]). Pretreatment with bromocriptine for several days to reduce prolactin levels
during the time of day it peaks in fat animals and stimulates fattening sharply reduced (by 70%) the
lipogenic response to insulin at light onset (sensitive
interval) (98). Prolactin repiacement by injections at
the appropriate time of day not only fully restored the
lipogenic response to insulin in bromocriptine-treated
hamsters but also increased lipogenesis much above
controls (98). Therefore, if prolactin is present in the
plasma at the appropriate time of day, it increases the
lipogenic response to insulin during the sensitive
interval. Interestingly, prolactin treatment at this time
had no effect on insulin-stimulated lipogenesis during
the insulin-refractory period of the day. That is, a circadian variation in plasma prolactin can function to
alter the amplitude but not the phase of the hepatic
lipogenic response rhythm to insulin. This temporal
synergism between prolactin and insulin is explainable, at least in part, by the time-dependent stimulatory effect prolactin has on the insulin receptor number (126). For example, bromocriptine treatment as
described above dramatically reduced the peak level
of insulin receptor number found at light onset (i.e.,
during the time of greatest lipogenic responsiveness
to insulin), and appropriately timed prolactin replacement restored the insulin receptor number, as well as
DIABETES REVIEWS, Volume 4, Number 4, 1996
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lipogenesis, at light onset. Similar associations have
been observed in respect to lipogenesis in the mammary glane," Prolactin stimulation of milk production
is time-of-.day dependent (128), and prolactin dramatically increases lipogenic responsiveness to insulin in
the mammary gland while also increasing insulinreceptor binding (129,130). Prolactin binding to its
receptor is known to increase plasma membrane fluidity (131-133), which in turn is known to increase
insulin binding (134-136). And we (as well as others)
have demonstrated that bromocriptine reduces
hepatic membrane fluidity (137). It is likely (and we
have evidence) that circadian changes in hepatic
insulin binding capacity result from changes in membrane fluidity induced by neural and humoral factors,
rather than from changes in receptor turnover.
Inasmuch as prolactin injections apparently reset
a central circadian metabolistat, the metabolic consequences peripherally may involve numerous neural
and hormonal regulators. Conceivably, prolactin injections need not have any direct effect at all on fat
metabolism. Furthermore, alterations in the phases of
the rhythms of endogenous prolactin may only signal
the alteration of a pacemaker circadian oscillation
with numerous additional circadian expressions that
regulate metabolism. Without diminishing the above
rationale, it has also been shown, however, that prolactin can act directly as well at the cellular level in a
time-dependent manner (138,139).
A study using primary cultures of hamster hepatocytes revealed that a circadian rhythm of lipogenic
responsiveness to insulin persisted for at least several
days without any obvious external synchronization.
Constant high concentration of prolactin throughout
a 24-h period was not an effective lipogenic stimulus.
Rather, a pulse of prolactin provided 16-20 h before
the expected interval of peak lipogenic responsiveness to insulin, and preceded for several hours by relatively low levels of prolactin, provided the effective
stimulus for increased lipogenic sensitivity to insulin.
Thus, a prolactin pulse at the appropriate time of day
accounted for an increase in amplitude of the daily
peak in the lipogenic response (to insulin) rhythm
(139). Entrainment of the hepatic lipogenic rhythm,
on the other hand, was apparently provided by
another agent of neural or humoral origin, since prolactin pulses at any time of day were ineffective in
stimulating lipogenesis during the trough of daily
lipogenic activity.
The lag time of 16-20 h between prolactin addition and lipogenic response to prolactin is similar to
that observed in vivo for the hepatic lipogenic
response in fish (140) and for casein and lipid synthesis in mammary gland (141). Both prolactin processes
DIABETES REVIEWS, Volume 4, Number 4, 1996
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were shown to involve RNA synthesis, which in turn
could be blocked by indomethacin (142-144). Collectively, such observations suggest that prolactin is, over
time, increasing levels of cellular protein components
(e.g., enzymes), such as acetyl CoA carboxylase (145),
responsive to the acute effects of insulin.
In an attempt to ascertain regulatory mechanisms
controlling the phase of the hepatic lipogenic
response to insulin, we selectively ligated only the
hepatic branches of the vagus nerve, leaving all other
visceral connections intact. The rationale was based
on the observations that parasympathetic and sympathetic activities were shown to regulate rhythms of
hepatic glycogen synthesis and glycogenolysis, respectively (113,119-123).
Sectioning of the hepatic vagal branches in Syrian
hamsters obliterated the daily peak of lipogenic
responsiveJ;less to insulin occurring at light onset in
sham-operated controls. The vagotomized hamsters
progressively lost body fat and weight during the
ensuing 8 weeks, although plasma insulin and glucose
concentrations were unaffected (146). These results
suggest that the circadian lipogenic response rhythm
is regulated by way of the vagus. The simplest explanation is that the vagus delivers a daily lipogenic stimulus to the liver; however, the vagus is a mixed nerve
with sensory targets in the hypothalamus, so other
explanations are certainly conceivable. Hepatic lipogenesis in hamsters, then, is regulated in part by a temporal interaction of at least the circadian rhythms of
vagal, prolactin, insulin, and other stimuli and of
hepatic responses to these stimuli. The basic rhythm
of lipogenic responsiveness to insulin is apparently
entrained by a vagal-dependent activity, and the
amplitude of the lipogenic rhythm is influenced by a
daily time-dependent prolactin stimulus. It follows
that phase alteration of any of these interacting
rhythms, as well as that of plasma insulin, would modulate the total daily synthesis of fat.
A second criticalliporegulatory aspect of prolactin
is the hormone's substantial time-of-day-ciependent
effects on lipolysis (103). For example, in a fat migratory sparrow, prolactin levels are greatest during the
afternoon, and injections of prolactin at this time of d~y
stimulate lipogenesis during the day (and fattening)
and increased lipolysis at night when migration occurs
(103). Similar consequences appear to be operative in
mammals as well (99). Therefore, circadian-dependent
effects of prolactin acting centrally and peripherally
increase fattening and lipolysis simultaneously, which
has dramatic consequences for the development of the
insulin-resistant state (147-150). Coupled with time-ofday-ciependent effects of the hormone to promote
hyperinsulinemia (89), a framework for interaction of
475
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central neural oscillators leading to the obese-insulinresistant syndrome begins to take form.

SCN REGULATION OF CIRCADIAN
METABOLIC ACTIVITIES
If temporal interactions of two (or more) neural oscil-

\

!

lators presumably residing or interacting within the
SCN produce the ordered pattern of temporal synergisms regulating metabolism in the periphery as
described above, then disruption of these nuclei by
bilateral lesions should cause profound alterations in
circadian rhythms of numerous metabolic activities.
Bilateral lesions of the SCN of rats do indeed abolish
the circadian variation in feeding, plasma levels of glucose, free fatty acid (FFA), insulin, glucagon, oxygen
consumption, and glucose tolerance (151-157).
Intracranial injections of 2-deoxyglucose (2-DG) or
mannitol (to trigger neuronal glucopenia) in rats~dur
ing the light but not during the dark period of the day
cause increases in feeding, plasma FFA level, and
plasma glucose concentration. However, the time-ofday-dependent increases in these parameters due to
2-DG in the light period were abolished by SCN
lesions (158-160). Insulin also produces time-ofday-dependent effects on feeding and plasma glucose
level by acting on the SCN, VMH, LH, and PVN
(161-164). These effects of insulin are eliminated by
either SCN lesion or continuous infusion of insulin
into the SCN (164).
Lesions of the SCN disrupt not only daily rhythms
of feeding and lipid and carbohydrate metabolism but
also the circadian rhythms of locomotor activity, hormone secretions, and enzyme activities (45-47).
Remember that the SCN possesses intrinsic circadian
rhythmicity and receives and processes photic information from the retina (45-47). Therefore, given the
above discussion of SCN regulation of circadian
neural and hormonal activities influencing metabolism and of temporal synergisms of these circadian
events regulating metabolic states (e.g., lean insulinsensitive versus obese insulin-resistant) it follows that
the SCN may be the centers harboring and/or processing the neural oscillators whose interactions have
been proposed to produce photoperiodic and seasonal effects, such as the development and reversal of
the obese insulin-resistant condition. Our laboratory
is actively researching the specific neurochemistry of
the SCN between lean and obese animals. Our preliminary data indicate that 1) the phase relationship
between the circadian rhythms of dopamine and serotonin content within the left and right sides of the
SCN differs in lean and obese animals (66) and 2)
chemical poisoning of dopaminergic and/or serotonergic neurons at the SCN influence glucose tolerance
476

and weight gain in hamsters. Neuronal activities
within the SCN are exceedingly complex,and several
neurotransmitters and neuromodulators~including
vasopressin, vasoactive intestinal polypeptide, neuropeptide Y, dopamine D j agonist, serotonin, nitrous
oxide, acetyl choline, glutamate, and "y~aminobutyric
acid (GABA)-have been demonstrated to phase
shift or modulate circadian rhythm~of electrical activI. " ..
ities within the SCN (165-170).

BROMOCRIPTINE, CIRCADIAN "RHYTHMS,
AND METABOLISM

Given the strong implications' ~f serotonin and
dopamine involvement in the temporal organization
of neural oscillators within the SCN and in the regulation of seasonality (discussed above) and armed with
our hypothesis linking the two phenomena, we began
a search for pharmacological means to reset seasonality and therefore metabolism with compounds that
would affect dopaminergic and serotonergic function.
This search, along with data of prolactin's ability to
reset metabolism via central and peripheral mechanisms and the presence of prolactin receptors within
the SCN, led us to timed administration of bromocriptine to reset metabolism. Bromocriptine is a potent
sympatholytic dopamine D z agonist with inhibitory
influences on serotonin turnover (171). The idea was
to attempt to phase shift the circadian organization of
neural oscillators regulating seasonal metabolism with
bromocriptine, as achieved by timed administration of
prolactin and corticosteroid or L-DOPA and 5-HTP.
In seasonal (32,99) as well as nonseasonal animals
(172,173), including humans (174-177), timed administration of bromocriptine has been demonstrated to
reduce obesity, glucose intolerance, hyperinsulinemia,
and/or hyperlipidemia. That is, these effects are produced either maximally or only when the compound
is administered during a discrete daily interval. Moreover, to our knowledge bromocriptine is the only drug
capable of phase shifting the plasma corticosteroid
rhythm in animals allowed to feed ad libitum ~nd
maintained on a photoperiod (99,178), which very
strongly indicates that it resets a circadian oscillation,
most likely within the SCN (45-47). Also, the metabolic effect of bromocriptine in seasonal and nonseasonal animals can persist for many weeks after the termination of treatment (A.H.c., unpublished observations), suggesting a resetting of a central circadian
metabolistat. Again, current research in our labora.tory is aimed at delineating the effects of bromocriptine on the SCN and other hypothalamic nuclei regu.lating metabolism, such as the VMH, LH, and PVN of
the obese animals. Convincing evidence indicates that
bromocriptine can substantially reduce turnover of
DIABETES REVIEWS, Volume 4, Number 4, 1996
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noradrenaline and serotonin (178a) within the VMH.
Increases in noradrenaline and/or serotonin in this
ceriter result in hyperglycemia, increased plasma FFA
levels, hyperphagia, and obesity (179-183). These are,
therefore, interesting findings, and we are now
engaged in elucidating the involvement of the SeN
and other hypothalamic nuclei in this response.
The characteristics of bromocriptine's effects on
metabolism are quite interesting. Bromocriptine treatment reduces fat stores in several rodent species
(32,99,172,184,185), pigs (173), and humans (174,177).
Food consumption, however, is usually not affected, and
often neither is energy expenditure (33,99,184-186).
Bromocriptine can produce reductions of body fat without influencing body weight; but when weight loss
occurs (with or without calorie restriction), it is nearly
exclusively body fat (99,174,177). The underlying consistency in all of these studies by our laboratory and others
is that bromocriptine treatment leads to a reduction of
body fat while preserving or increasing lean body mass.
Available evidence indicates that bromocriptine
treatment redirects metabolism away from lipid to
greater protein metabolism. In Syrian hamsters, protein turnover was dramatically increased by
bromocriptine injections at light onset (99). Protein
synthesis and catabolism were increased by 62 and
56%, respectively, and deamination of amino acid
was decreased by 53%. Thus, the amino acids resulting from increased breakdown of proteins were preserved for resynthesis of proteins. This more dynamic
protein metabolism induced by bromocriptine may in
part account for the large loss of calories stored as fat
without reduction of food consumption. This altered
metabolism can result in either a relative increase or
a net total increase in lean body mass. This metabolic
shift away from lipogenesis and toward increased
protein turnover is identical to that occurring naturally in the wild as animals journey from one season
to the next (26,42-44). Again, such similarities in
lipid, carbohydrate, and protein metabolism between
bromocriptine treatment of seasonally obese hamsters and the natural seasonal progression of metabolic changes in these animals, along with the other
evidence described above, strongly suggest that
bromocriptine impacts a circadian system known to
regulate seasonality.
As described earlier, bromocriptine sharply
reduced basal and insulin-stimulated hepatic lipogenesis at light onset by 50-70% as well as body fat stores
in hamsters. However, such timed bromocriptine
treatment also reduced nocturnal lipolysis by nearly
30% (186). Since lipogenesis is relatively more
reduced than lipolysis, fat stores decline, and lipid
mobilization and plasma FFA levels are also reduced
DIABETES REVIEWS, Volume 4. Number 4. 1996
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(99,186). Such occurrences have obvious implications
for hepatic glucose and lipid metabolism and insulinstimulated glucose disposal, since increased plasma
FFA can promote insulin resistance in muscle and
liver, leading to increased hepatic output of both glucose and triglyceride (147-150,187). Such bromocriptine treatment has been shown to substantially reduce
glucose intolerance, insulin resistance, hyperinsulinemia, and hyperlipidemia in obese hamsters (32,99,186).
To elicit all of the above effects, bromocriptine must
be administered at light onset to seasonally obese
hamsters held on short (lO-h) daily photoperiods.
Bromocriptine, an ergot alkaloid, is a pleiotropic molecule with very diverse activities (171). However, as it
relates to this discussion, the dopamine D z agonist and
sympatholytic properties of the molecule (171) are of
central interest. It is important to realize that central
and peripheral D z autoreceptor activation inhibits
noradrenaline synthesis and secretion and that postsynaptic D z binding can block noradrenergic-receptor
sigmil transduction (188-194). Obesity can be associated with increased sympathetic-noradrenergic activity (and hypertension) (195-198) possibly because of
decreased D z receptor activity (see below). Such neuronal consequences may be involved in the generation and/or exacerbation of the obese condition, as
outlined below.
In the ventromedial and perifornical nuclei of the
hypothalamus, increased noradrenergic activity
results in increased sympathetic drive for hepatic glucose production and adipose lipolysis while stimulating feeding leading to obesity (179-182,199).
Increased noradrenergic activity in the periphery as
well as in the central nervous system also increases
glucose production and FFA oxidation in the liver
(181,182,200). Furthermore, in obese humans this
increased noradrenergic activity may be coupled with
a demonstrated increased sens.itivity of visceral fat
cells to the lipolytic effects of catecholamine (201),
thus promoting an increased release of FFA to the
portal system and potentiating resistance to insulin
suppression of hepatic glucose production. Increased
sympathetic nervous system activity coincident with
insulin resistance (and hyperinsulinemia) in obese
humans is also associated with decreased blood flow
to skeletal muscle resulting in decreased insulin-stimulated glucose disposal (202).
It can be appreciated from the above discussion
that a systemic increase in the ratio of noradrenergic
to D z dopaminergic activity (conceivably due in large
part to a decrease of D z dopaminergic activity) may
potentiate the development and/or maintenance of
insulin resistance by influencing carbohydrate and
lipid biochemistry as well as feeding behavior. Bromo477
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criptine, by acting centrally and peripherally as a preand postsynaptic D z agonist (188-190), a presynaptic
and postsynaptic (xz agonist (190,203), and a postsynaptic (Xl antagonist (203-205), increases the central
and peripheral ratio of dopaminergic D z to (X-noradrenergic activity, thereby also curtailing the abovementioned consequences of an increased ratio of (Xnoradrenergic to D z dopaminergic activity, which support insulin resistance (and hypertension). Bromocriptine not only reduces plasma noradrenergic levels,
which may not necessarily change in insulin-resistant
states (206), but also and probably more importantly
reduces central and peripheral noradrenergic receptor sensitivity and activation by resetting central regulation of sympathetic function. Such bromocriptine
effects may reduce noradrenergic sensitivity in visceral fat cells which, as described above, is enhanced
in obese humans (201), leading to increased FFA
mobilization and portal delivery to the liver and ultimately contributing to hepatic glucose production
and triglyceride synthesis and secretion. There is
direct evidence that the amplitude as well as phase of
circadian sympathetic activity is regulated by the SCN
(as described and referenced above). Moreover, this
SCN regulation may also function to regulate the
dopamine-to-noradrenaline activity ratio in other
hypothalamic nuclei and peripherally, as well. In this
regard, the expression of (xz receptors on adipocytes
from hamsters held on short daily periods (which
induces obesity) is much less than on those from hamsters held on long photoperiods (207). Therefore, the
(xz receptor expression and activity are under photoperiodic control, and decreases in the (xz receptor
(which functions to inhibit lipolysis) resulting in
increased lipolysis are photoperiodically coordinated
with other physiological events, leading to glucose
intolerance, insulin resistance, and obesity. That is,
lipogenesis, lipolysis, plasma insulin level, glucose tolerance, and other metabolic activities are all controlled by a common central regulator whose direction of metabolism is a consequence of its internal circadian organization (i.e., a circadian metabolistat). To
summarize, photoperiods influence central circadian
systems and induce pervasive central and peripheral
biochemical changes that are temporally orchestrated
to induce (and reverse) the obese insulin-resistant
syndrome in seasonal animals. This entire temporal
mechanism and its effects can be reversed by properly
timed bromocriptine administration.

DIETARY INFLUENCES ON CIRCADIAN
SYSTEMS AND SEASONALITY
Many species will undergo annual cycles of metabolic
changes in the laboratoryvwhile fed a constant chow
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throughout the year (see above). However, in the wild,
foodstuff is changing dramatically during the course of
the year. Seasonal changes in nutrient availability (e.g.,
tryptophan, tyrosine, choline, saturated and unsaturated FFA, etc.), not calorie availability, which impact
hypothalamic neurochemistry and therefore activity,
do in fact influence seasonal alterations in physiology
of animals in the wild and held under laboratory cone
ditions (208-210). It appears that these seasonal
changes in nutrient availability function to entrain
endogenous circadian oscillations in much the same
way that the photoperiod does. Moreover, we have evidence that changes in nutrient quality can direct photoperiodic responses as well as seasonal changes iIi
response to a given photoperiod (sensitivity or refractoriness). Given the above discussion of important
roles for circadian neuroendocrine organization in the
regulation of metabolism and the impact of specific
nutrient contents of food on hypothalamic circadian
organization (and seasonality), it is not that implausible that the rapid increases in obesity and NIDDM
observed worldwide in rapidly westernized cultures
are due to the impact of the new dietary constituents
of the western world on circadian neuroendocrine
organization. Such an environmental interaction with
an endogenous circadian metabolistat (as outlined
herein) may function to lock the individual into the
seasonally obese condition indefinitely, much the same
way bromocriptine locks the animal into a seasonally
lean condition irrespective of time of year. In other
words, westernization resets the annual cycle of metabolism in human agrural societies and promotes expression of the thrifty genotype/phenotype.

CIRCADIAN RHYTHMS AND NONSEASONAL
OBESITY
What is known about the involvement of circadian
rhythms in the development of nonseasonal obesity
such as that associated with aging (or westernization)?
First of all, it would be instructive to learn of possible
associations between alterations in circadian systems,
and aging. An enormous amount of data reviewed
elsewhere (211-219) has clearly demonstrated substantial desynchronization and dampening of circadian
systems within the SCN and in the periphery (such as
rhythms of locomotor activity, cortisol, melatonin, prolactin, and growth hormone, to name only a few) with
increasing age beyond maturation' in animals and
humans. If the obese insulin-resistant state (220-222)
and loss of circadian organization are both associated
with aging and if circadian organization regulates
metabolism, then the possibility exists that aging of the '
central circadian timing system is causative in the
development of aging-associated obesity and insulin
DIABETES REVIEWS, Volume 4, Number 4, 1996
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resistance. Furthermore, resetting the central circadian
system to mimic the organization of younger, leaner
adults may result in improvement of obesity and
insulin resistance, much the same way this technique
does in seasonal obesity. We therefore tested this
hypothesis in the male Sprague-Dawley rat.
Although metabolic conditions do not undergo
obvious seasonal changes in this rodent, there are agerelated changes that may well be consequences of
alterations in a circadian neuroendocrine mechanism.
As the animal ages, it becomes insuliri,resistant after
-6-8 weeks of age and progressiveJy more obese
thereafter (223,224). The phases and amplitudes of the
plasma rhythms of several metabolic hormones (i.e.,
prolactin, corticosterone, insulin, and triiodothyronine) differ in lean insulin-sensitive (3-week-old rats)
and insulin-resistant (8-week-old rats) and obese
insulin-resistant (44-week-old rats) animals (225).
Simulation in 12- to 14-week-old rats of the corticosteroid and prolactin rhythms found in 3-week-old rats
by daily injections of the hormones at times of day
corresponding to peak levels of these endogenous
hormones reversed the age-related increases in
insulin resistance and body fat in these older rats. Ten
such daily injections of hormones in 12- to 14-weekold rats produced long-term reductions of body fat
stores (30%), plasma insulin concentration (40%),
and insulin resistance (60%) (determined by a glucose
tolerance test) measured 11 to 14 weeks after treatment (225). Injections of these hormones at other
times of day were less effective or ineffective in altering metabolism of 12- to 14-week-old rats. Such observations gave us clear signs that circadian systems regulating seasonal metabolic conditions are operative in
regulating nonseasonal metabolic changes such as
those associated with aging. This information, along
with studies demonstrating similar bromocriptine
effects on metabolism and circadian systems in seasonal versus nonseasonal (age-related) obese animals
such as pigs (173), prompted us to investigate
bromocriptine's possible use in the treatment of
human obesity and NIDDM.
At the outset it should be mentioned that
although it is poorly recognized outside the field of
chronobiology, humans exhibit marked circadian and
seasonal rhythms of physiological activities, covered
in detail elsewhere (214,215,218,226-228). Importantly, circadian and seasonal rhythms of neuronal
activity in the SCN of humans have been identified
(214,215,218,226). Moreover, alteration of SCN
anatomy and physiology characterized by internal
desynchronization of rhythms in aging humans has
been documented by numerous laboratories
(215-217). Internal desync;hronization results in the
DIABETES REVIEWS, Volume 4, Number 4, 1996
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phase shifting of temporal relations between circadian
rhythms (45-47), similar in many aspects to the phase
shifting of circadian oscillations governing metabolism, as described herein. As related to the expression
of the thrifty genotype/phenotype in humans, it
should be appreciated that changes in nutrient availability, which affect hypothalamic activities and influ- ..
ence physiology of animals in the wild (208-210),
might be expected to. have similar consequences in
humans who abruptly and radically change their diet.
Since humans possess the same circadian machinery
as all other vertebrates, the postulate that phase shifting of neural oscillators is in some way or to some
degree responsible fo!.age-associated and/or westernization-associated (i.e., thrifty gene expression) obesity and insulin resistance has a rather compelling
rationale when one considers all that has been mentioned thus far. Let us now examine what happens
when the hypothesis is tested.
Although important roles for circadian rhythms in
the regulation of metabolism are well established in
seasonal animals (22,41,85), evidence for such roles in
humans is only now beginning to accumulate. The
daily variation in serum prolactin has been shown to
differ between obese and lean individuals (229-231),
with obese individuals having two- to fourfold higher
diurnal (as opposed to nocturnal) serum levels. Furthermore, elevated diurnal levels of prolactin have
been documented by others in insulin-resistant
(232,233), hyperinsulinemic (234,235), and NIDDM
humans (236); and D z antagonists and phenothiazines
(which stimulate prolactin secretion) are both associated with weight gain in humans (237,238). Although
speculative at this time, such findings suggest that
alterations in the circadian rhythms of plasma prolactin (and others such as thyrotropin [TSH] and
growth hormone) (239) in obese subjects may be a
marker for altered circadian organization of hypothalamic nuclei involved in the regulation of metabolism.
Remember that changes in circadian organization of
dopaminergic and serotonergic hypothalamic activities may be coupled with and may be evidenced by a
shift in the circadian rhythm of plasma prolactin and
cortisol levels, respectively (63,64,68,87,88), which are
produced by bromocriptine treatment (99,178).
Bromocriptine also directly inhibits prolactin secretion, a hormone with potent time-of-day-dependent
fattening effects in study animals (27,28). Furthermore, timed daily injections of prolactin and cortisol
are thought to provide feedback and reset the circadian organization of these hypothalamic metabolic
centers to produce an obese insulin-resistant or lean
insulin-sensitive animal depending solely on the time
of day of the injections (89,225). Bromocriptine may
479
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therefore influence hypothalamic centers, regulating
metabolism directly (see above) and/or indirectly by
altering prolactin and/or cortisol secretion.
As a result of such findings in seasonally obese
animals and obese humans, we timed the administration of Ergoset, a quick-release form of bromocriptine
(to induce a time-pulse signal to the brain) to the early
morning hours of the day based on the following
rationale. 1) We know that changes in the circadian
organization (interaction) of central (hypothalamic)
dopaminergic and serotonergic activities are necessary for the development of the seasonally obese
insulin-resistant condition. 2) These circadian changes
in dopaminergic and serotonergic activities are manifested by changes in circadian variations in plasma
prolactin and cortisol levels. 3) Relative to lean individuals, obese humans exhibit changes in daily plasma
prolactin levels characterized by elevated diurnal
(0700-2000) prolactin concentrations. 4) These abnormally high diurnal levels of prolactin are indicative of
decreased dopaminergic and increased serotonergic
activities centrally at this time of day. 5) We attempted
to reverse this central abnormality by early-morning
administration of bromocriptine, a potent dopamine
D z agonist with serotonin antagonist activities. 6) It
was further hypothesized that the fast-acting formulation would allow for a rebound escape from drug
activity at night (2000-0700), producing nocturnal
decreased dopaminergic and increased serotonergic
activities and thus simulating the lean condition at
night, as well. This attempt to reset the central circadian organization of dopaminergic and serotonergic
activities to that predicted in the lean individual is
associated with a normalization of the diurnal serum
prolactin levels and an improvement of the obese, glucose-intolerant,
hyperinsulinemic
condition
(174,176,177) (just as in seasonal animals) as well as of
glycemic control in NIDDM (175). Obviously, the theoretical aspects of these findings need much more
testing; however, the similar results observed in obese
humans and in seasonally obese animals with an analogous treatment strategy suggests that such further
experimentation along these lines may be warranted.

SUMMARY
The, thrifty gene hypothesis states that a genome was
present in our nomadic ancestors of 10,000 years ago
that enabled humans to respond to seasonal food
availability with extreme efficiency to fatten for seasonal periods offamine Clue to scarcity of food (which
also changes in content and amount seasonally). In a
westernized society, where food availability is not
seasonal in either amount or content, this thrifty
genome has become detrimental, as it is essentially
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turned on continuously, leading to pathological consequences of the obese-insulin-resistant state. Studies of animals in the wild indicate that this thrifty
genome is regulated (turned on and off) by changes
in the temporal synergism of circadian neuroendocrine activities.
The temporal synergism model for neuroendocrine regulation of metabolic conditions rests
essentially on the two following observations: 1) The
phases of several hormonal and neural rhythms vary
with respect to the activity/rest cycle (or daily photoperiod) and with each other as a function of metabolic condition manifested. 2) A neuroendocrine
stimulus has quantitatively and/or qualitatively different effects on target tissue activities as a function
of time of day.
Both observations were made initially in the
white-throated sparrow and developed into a model
that ascribes primary roles for a temporal interaction
of circadian rhythms in the regulation of seasonal
physiological and behavioral conditions (i.e., reproduction, fattening, and migration). Additional studies
indicate that the temporal synergism model can be
applied to neuroendocrine regulation in a wide spectrum of vertebrate animals. These include seasonal
metabolic changes in the photoperiodic Syrian hamster, a temperature-sensitive killifish, and age-related
metabolic changes in the Sprague-Dawley rat.
Temporal synergism may be visualized as an interaction between a stimulus rhythm (e.g., insulin) and a
rhythm of target tissue responsiveness (e.g., hepatic
lipogenesis). The greatest net daily effect (maximal
fattening) occurs when the stimulus peak coincides
with the daily interval of greatest responsiveness. All
other phase relationships of the two rhythms produce
a gradation of lesser effects. A metabolic condition
then is the cumulative result of such net daily effects
of numerous stimulus/response .interactions.
Given a multitude of ligand rhythms that may
assume numerous phase relationships with one
another, coupled with target cells that have numerous
different rhythms of ligand receptors, enzymes, and
second messenger systems, temporal interactions
. within a cell that produce different net effects are virtual certainties. It is our fervent hope that cellular
biologists will soon become more aware of the potentials of such temporal synergisms.
Daily rhythms of target tissue responses to stimuli
are driven or entrained by other circadian neural and
hormonal agents. Both sets of rhythms (i.e., entrainer
of the cellular response rhythm and the primary stimulus rhythm) are individual expressions of separate
circadian pacemaker oscillations that can change in
their phase relationships. The locations of these paceDIABETES REVIEWS, Volume 4, Number 4, 1996
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makers probably include the hypothalamic SCN.
Alterations in the phase relationships of several neurotransmitter rhythms in the SCN appear to be functionally related, with changes in both seasonal and
age-related metabolic conditions. Although only two
pacemaker systems are necessary for a temporal synergism model, the system is most likely more complex.
It may include primary as well as perhaps a hierarchy
of secondary pacemakers that can be coupled
together in different phase relationships.
There is substantial evidence of uncoupling of circadian rhythms and of changes in phase relationships
between rhythms. Changes in such phase relationships
have been described in the present review with
respect to seasonal and age-related conditions (obesity, and diabetic symptoms). Changes in these phase
relationships can also be induced experimentally as
indicated herein.
Seasonal increases in body fat stores and other
metabolic changes similar to those occurring in
human NIDDM have vital roles in survival of numerous vertebrate species in the wild, and a highly
evolved circadian system is responsible for the neuroendocrine regulation of these seasonal metabolic
changes (currently described as expression of the
thrifty genotype). Seasonal changes in nutrient availability, not calorie availability, that impact hypothalamic activities do influence seasonal alterations in
physiology. Likewise, the rapid increases in obesity
and NIDDM observed worldwide in nonwesternized
cultures that rapidly become westernized may be due
to the impact of the new dietary constituents on circadian neuroendocrine regulation of metabolism (likely
involving multiple gene expression) and may not be
the consequence of increased calorie intake per se.
Accordingly, the appropriate environmental conditions (including the womb) may trigger changes in circadian neuroendocrine activities, thus allowing for the
expression of genetic factors predisposing an individual to obesity. This underlying circadian mechanism is
present in nonseasonal animals, as well. It is
expressed, for example, as age-related or dietaryrelated changes such as obesity and increased insulin
resistance. Although tolerated for the short term (i.e.,
in seasonal conditions), the long-term persistence of
these conditions (i.e., in aging animals) leads to pathological conditions.
The phase relationships of neurotransmitter
rhythms change with age in the SCN circadian pacemaker of several species, including humans, in a manner that could account for the age-related increases in
insulin resistance and body fat. Appropriately timed
hormone (corticosteroid hormone and prolactin) or
neurotransmitter precursor. (5-HTP and L-DOPA)
DIABETES REVIEWS, Volume 4, Number 4, 1996
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treatment can reset the circadian SCN and neuroendocrine phase relationships of obese, insulin-resistant
animals to those resembling relationships found in
lean, insulin-sensitive animals. Such resetting of the
circadian pacemaker is accompanied by a shift in carbohydrate and lipid metabolism from the obese,
insulin-resistant to the lean, insulin-sensitive state.
Properly timed bromocriptine treatment is a particularly effective means for resetting rhythms and
reestablishing the lean, insulin-sensitive condition.
Our future research is directed at unveiling specific molecular components of the hypothalamic circadian oscillators regulating metabolism in an effort to
readjust or reset them more efficiently and thereby
alleviate pathologies associated with obesity and
NIDDM. The potential harvest from the study of temporal synergism is great, but the laborers are few.
Younger researchers in particular might contemplate
joining the exciting new adventures predictable in a
cyclic biouniverse.
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